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SensorsSensors

20082008 20092009

Request for prototype quotation will goRequest for prototype quotation will go
out as soon as funding schedule availableout as soon as funding schedule available

Expect FY10 funds in July???Expect FY10 funds in July???
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APV25-S1 readout chipsAPV25-S1 readout chips

8 wafers procured = enuf chips8 wafers procured = enuf chips
1 wafer diced (5-10 working days)1 wafer diced (5-10 working days)

6 chips mounted, chips work but I2C is6 chips mounted, chips work but I2C is
   not working, so very useful for tests   not working, so very useful for tests

2 x 16 chips mounted on 2, more than fullscale, prototypes2 x 16 chips mounted on 2, more than fullscale, prototypes

1 prototype partially bonded1 prototype partially bonded

8 wafers procured = enuf chips8 wafers procured = enuf chips

Testing hampered by reluctantTesting hampered by reluctant
   readout system   readout system

I'd like to wait with furtherI'd like to wait with further
   dicing until more test   dicing until more test
   result are available   result are available
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Wire bondingWire bonding

Bonding of prototypes is taking place at BNLBonding of prototypes is taking place at BNL

Production bonding will take place at BNLProduction bonding will take place at BNL
          - needs to be scheduled carefully- needs to be scheduled carefully
          - will be supervised by Don Pinelli- will be supervised by Don Pinelli
          - we will supply a person to do the bonding- we will supply a person to do the bonding

1 IST prototype was partially bonded (¼) in a1 IST prototype was partially bonded (¼) in a
          few hours with 25 mil wirefew hours with 25 mil wire

25 mil is too thick and current tools are too wide25 mil is too thick and current tools are too wide
    to comfortably bond the APV chip    to comfortably bond the APV chip

In the process of ordering new tools and wireIn the process of ordering new tools and wire

Sensor bonding pad design will be vetted bySensor bonding pad design will be vetted by
    Don Pinelli    Don Pinelli
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Kapton hybridsKapton hybrids

20082008 20092009

Shorter sensors  shorter hybrids→Shorter sensors  shorter hybrids→
12 chips  less dissipation (~ 4 Watt)→12 chips  less dissipation (~ 4 Watt)→
                 →                 → better matched to readoutbetter matched to readout

Ben Buck and Gerard Visser will check ifBen Buck and Gerard Visser will check if
    the current design needs improving    the current design needs improving
    before cutting it down to proper size    before cutting it down to proper size

Production expected in July 2010Production expected in July 2010
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Test readout systemTest readout system

FPGA_CUFPGA_CU GEM_CUGEM_CU

USB<>DIOUSB<>DIO
USB<>I2CUSB<>I2C

APVAPV

Old readout firmware dropped channels in a random wayOld readout firmware dropped channels in a random way
Miro Plesko left before fixing this problem, Ben Buck had to rewrite theMiro Plesko left before fixing this problem, Ben Buck had to rewrite the
    firmware from scratch    firmware from scratch
Testing was slowed down by CD1 effortsTesting was slowed down by CD1 efforts

Currently using a DaqMxBase C program to talk to readout system, handshakingCurrently using a DaqMxBase C program to talk to readout system, handshaking
    seems to be working but no data readout (although visible at APV level)    seems to be working but no data readout (although visible at APV level)
Did I just blow up the FPGA_CU board?Did I just blow up the FPGA_CU board?
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Production readout systemProduction readout system

First prototypes of ARM/ARC system ready May/June 2010.First prototypes of ARM/ARC system ready May/June 2010.
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Test pre-prototype readout systemTest pre-prototype readout system

Prototype readout being tested with long cable by Gerard VisserPrototype readout being tested with long cable by Gerard Visser

110 ft of cable!110 ft of cable!
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Mechanical support systemMechanical support system

50 cm IST in SolidWorks50 cm IST in SolidWorks
Clamping 'Crown' rapid prototypeClamping 'Crown' rapid prototype

Produce 50 cm ladder in AugustProduce 50 cm ladder in August
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Cooling systemCooling system

FloWorks shows a FloWorks shows a  T of 27 F for the ladder and 10 F for the ladder wrt the T of 27 F for the ladder and 10 F for the ladder wrt the 
fluorocarbon based coolantfluorocarbon based coolant
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SchedulesSchedules

Reworking IST section CDR Reworking IST section CDR 

Shortterm we are on track as long as the funding arrives as expectedShortterm we are on track as long as the funding arrives as expected
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CD-1 HomeworkCD-1 Homework

IST labor and capital was done per year for the duration of the projectIST labor and capital was done per year for the duration of the project

MIT manpower tables were providedMIT manpower tables were provided

Report about APV25-S1 dead time issue was producedReport about APV25-S1 dead time issue was produced

Report about replacing SSD by second IST layer was produced  Report about replacing SSD by second IST layer was produced  
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Concluding remarksConcluding remarks
Sensor design will be finished before JuneSensor design will be finished before June
                    RFQ will go out to Hamatsu, June-JulyRFQ will go out to Hamatsu, June-July
                                        Prototype production in Q1 FY2011Prototype production in Q1 FY2011

Waiting with dicing of more APV chips until test results are availableWaiting with dicing of more APV chips until test results are available

Wire bonding being set up at BNLWire bonding being set up at BNL
                    Agreement with Instrumentation Div. for prototypes and productionAgreement with Instrumentation Div. for prototypes and production

Hybrid designs are being vettedHybrid designs are being vetted
                    Shortened design finished before JulyShortened design finished before July
                                        Prototype production July-AugustPrototype production July-August

Smoothing out problems with test readout systemSmoothing out problems with test readout system
                    First prototypes of ARM/ARC in MayFirst prototypes of ARM/ARC in May
                                        On schedule for FGT, so IST should be OKOn schedule for FGT, so IST should be OK

Have to schedule to mechanical engineering stillHave to schedule to mechanical engineering still

CD-1 done!(?)...............Moving towards CD-2CD-1 done!(?)...............Moving towards CD-2
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